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• Zones (區域), not lines (界線)
– Where state control is limited and authority 

fades away
– Between or within empires and cultures

• Which interpenetrate each other and co-evolve

• Membranes (薄膜) not barriers (阻礙)
– Difficult but not impossible to traverse
– Sparsely (but not un-) populated
– Permeable to some people, carrying some 

things, using certain technologies.

• Places of ecological, cultural and political 
transition
– Affected by small climate shifts

Frontier Spatiality 边界的空间性



Frontier Historical GIS

• Frontier spatiality changes over time
• Is better visualized through networks 

than boundaries
• Can be modeled







The Bronze Age 
青銅時代
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Shutdown of the Holocene 
Climatic Optimum: ca. 5000 BP
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90m SRTM
Shutdown of the Holocene Climatic Optimum (about 5000 BP) triggered a retreat of the Warm, Moist Summer Monsoon.
Badan Jarain (“The Land of Mysterious Lakes”) expanded, the Tengger and Ordos came into existence
200,000km2 of desert 2-5x that in dessicated land
Pressure on human population to migrate, most like path is Southeast, following the retreating monsoon.
Crossing the Taihangs were probably the Ma Rong that troubled the Shang
Wei River Valley were pre-dynastic Zhou
Nestled against the Tibetan Plateau may have been Qiang, Di, Xianyan or other Rong groups
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Presentation Notes
The Ordos desert region had a thin layer of loess soil deposited on it during the Holocene Climatic Optimum.

While not likely a forested region, the vegetation would have been greater than present day

Surface water deposits would have maintained a certain level of soil moisture, so that the effect of the retreating monsoon would not be felt until later

Flowchart shows that precipitation drives many processes required for human habitation.  The green arrows indicate positive correlation, with the darker the green, the more important the relationship.  The red arrow indicates negative correlation—in other words: the less vegetation cover in this region, the higher the erosion.  Erosion is especially bad on loess soil.
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With precipitation removed from the cycle, the only initial direct effect would be a reduction in capability to perform longer-fallow agriculture.
However, a shorter-fallow agriculture is going to have a higher erosive effect, which magnifies itself until the loess topsoil is lost and the desertification process appears.  An emphasis on pastoralism (As demonstrated by the little horses) will still have an erosion-effect.  The introduction of artemesia (tumbleweed) reduces forage for livestock.
Growing desert reduces arable land, forcing population intensification, which itself forces agricultural intensification.
The main idea here is to illustrate how desertification is an escalatory event that feeds into itself, especially in this region.



From Shang to Zhou
•Early Shang ca. 1600- 
1250 BCE

•Late Shang ca. 1250- 
1050 BCE

•Pre-Dynastic Zhou up 
to ca. 1100 BCE

•Western Zhou 1050- 
771 BCE

•Zhou defeated at 
the Yangzi 971 BCE

•Zhou defeated by 
the Xianyan to the 
northwest 971 BCE
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Early Shang 1600ish - 1250BC�Late Shang 1250 - 1050BC�
The pre-dynastic Zhou (up to 1100 BC) exert actual control over property and direct control of an eastward facing empire.
The North China Floodplain is better for agriculture, Yan is shown to demonstrate the extent of Zhou control (dynastic Western Zhou 1050-771).
Likely easier to conquer the floodplain than the hilly terrain to the west with its tougher inhabitants. Defeated at the Yangzi in 971.
Still, the Zhou accept the presence of nearby independent groups, with indications of marriage and clan ties
The independent state of Guai wasn't attacked by the Zhou until the disastrous end to their Yangzi Campaign—where the son of heaven and half the Zhou military was lost.  This loss signaled the end of the easy conquests to the east.
The Xianyan, who eventually defeat the Zhou (771), come from this region and are capable of raising a large army—which seems to indicate the reason for not conquering the close western frontier wasn't the unsuitability of the land.
Possibility 1: These western peoples were too tough, and the Zhou only held them back with the appearance of an undefeatable army.
Possibility 2: These groups considered each other to be the same group of equals, with the eastern plains societies considered to be lesser peoples suitable for exacting tribute from—a decidedly Central Asian ethic.




Imperial Unification 
帝國的統一



Dujiangyan 都江堰

“The Sichuan plain is one of the most 
densely populated agricultural regions 
in the world, thanks to the reliability 
and efficiency of Dujiangyan.” (1989)
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Presentation Notes
Yuzui at the bottom left, Erwang Miao in the foreground.  Looking up the Min River.



• 316 BCE:  Qin conquers 
Chu in Sichuan.

• 285 :  Qin governor 
Zhang Ruo pacifies 
Western Sichuan.

• 277:  Li Bing becomes 
governor and begins 
Dujiangyan.

• 263:  Dujiangyan 
completed.  100,000 Qin 
people resettled in 
Sichuan.

• 223:  Qin defeats Chu.
• 221:  Qin unifies the 

north.



The Song-Jin Frontier 
宋金邊疆



Southern Song Geography

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The only place where circuit geography changed in the Southern Song.  4 Qinfeng prefectures added to Lizhou.  Jingxi South cycled in and out of existence and prefectures shifted between it, Lizhou, and Jinghu.  In 1131, 7 of 9 former Jingxi South prefectures were under Song control.  They worried about the mountain passes around Jin and Gui.



Territory in the Southern Song
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138 total changes.  43 new, 38 abol, 15 lost;  41 of the 53 re-established.  Others abol and re-est so fast that they were not even recorded in SS dili zhi.  About half occurred prior to 1142.



Lizhou Circuit:
– Tongxing, Xihe, Feng, 

Jie transferred from 
Qinfeng

– Three counties and 
one prefecture 
established in the 
1130s

– Min and Cheng 
prefectures 
transferred from 
Qinfeng in the 1140s

– Gui moved between 
Jinghu and Kuizhou 
five times!  
Sometimes, its 
revenue supported 
Jinghu North

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hartwell data.  Pink: existed in 1080 and 1200.  White:  1200 only.  Red:  1080 only.  The three counties were Liangshan and Xiangru in Peng (reest), Daan (newly est 1133), Lianshui cty (Xingyuan) est 1134.

Population statistics imply that Sichuan took in a lot of refugees.

They were worried about the mountain passes around Jin and Gui.



1138, Pacification 
Commissioner Wu Qie 
recommended that 
Daan Prefecture be re- 
established to assist 
with troop deployment: 

“A critically important 
place, an important 
crossroad for water and 
land transportation, the 
throat of Sichuan.”

水陸衡要四川喉襟要
 害之地



Tongshan County, 
Da Prefecture 達州銅

 山縣: 
Provisionally 

abolished during the 
war when all of the 
population fled the 
fighting. 

Re-established in 
1137 after 800 
households returned, 
saving them a 300 li 
trip to the county 
seat.



Chengji 成紀縣and 
Longcheng 隴城縣

 counties and a number of 
cantons 鄉

 
were stranded 

after the 1131 loss of Qin 
秦州

 
Prefecture.  

Residents did not know 
where to file lawsuits and 
pay taxes.

They were merged into 
Tianshui county 天水縣

 
in 

Cheng prefecture 成州

 
in 

1145. Tianshui was made 
into a prefecture in 1208.
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